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We investigate the influence of the gyrorelaxation effect on the stability of entropy waves in a plasma 
of finite pressure. We show that the entropy waves are unstable, owing tothe gyrorelaxation effect in 
a certain interval of positive a ln n0 /o ln p0, particularly at VT0 = 0, and the unstable disturbances are 
those whose phase velocity has the same order of magnitude and the same direction as the velocity of 
the magnetic drift of the electrons. Since this process cannot be investigated correctly with the aid of 
the known systems of hydrodynamic equations, a new system of macroscopic equations for a plasma is 
derived to describe this process on the basis of a solution of the Boltzmann kinetic equation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

ENTROPY waves in an inhomogeneous collision plasma 
of finite pressure ((3 == 81rp/B2 ~ 1, p-plasma pressure, 
B-magnetic field intensityl were investigated by Kadom
tsev[ll and Mikhai'lovskaya. 21 They were discussed also 
by Ware[sJ in connection with the problem of the stabil
ity of the Zeta apparatus. These waves have sufficiently 
small longitudinal wave numbers (k 11 - 0), and their 
transverse phase velocity is essentially connected with 
the drift velocity of the particles under the influence of 
the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field. 

An important property of these waves is the equality, 
with opposite sign, of the perturbed electron and ion 
temperatures (Te = - Ti), and the associated absence 
of perturbations of the magnetic field and of the total 
plasma pressure (B' = 0, p' = 0}. 

As was shown for the case of force lines in the form 
of concentric circles [ll and for the case of a field with 
straight force lines, [21 entropy waves may build up if 
the temperature gradient is not too small in compari
son with the pressure gradient: 

(1.1} 

This result is obtained in the zeroth approximation 
with respect to the ratio of the oscillation frequency to 
the frequency of the ion-ion collisions 111, w /IIi - 0. The 
purpose of the present paper is to clarify the role of ef
fects of order w/lli in the buildup of entropy waves under 
conditions when the inequality (1.1) is not satisfied. Phys
ically, the terms of order of w/lli at k11 = 0 correspond 
to the so-called gyrorelaxation effect, [41 wherein a 
change of the transverse particle pressure brings about 
also a change in their longitudinal pressure, owing to 
collisions between the particles (in this case between 
the ions). (The gyrorelaxation effect was discussed ear
lier by Budker [sJ and by Schluter [SJ in connection with 
the problem of plasma heating by an alternating magnetic 
field.} 

In the hydrodynamic description of a plasma, effects 
of order w/lli are determined by the viscosity tensor. 
The viscosity tensor for a plasma in a magnetic field 
was calculated in a number of papers (see, for example, 
Braginski1[41 and Kaufman[71 ). However, as shown by 
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one of the authors, [81 the approximations used in these 
papers do not correspond to the approximations of the 
theory of gradient instabilities. We therefore cannot 
use in our problem the expression for the viscosity 
tensor in the form given by Braginski1[41 or by Kauf
man. [71 In Sec. 2 below we follow the method of [81 and 
solve the Boltzmann equation in the required approxi
mation, obtaining a system of macroscopic equations 
needed for the investigation of the role of the gyrore
laxation effect in entropy waves, under the assumption 
that the magnetic force lines are straight. The investi
gation of the entropy waves is carried out in Sec. 3, and 
the results are discussed in Sec. 4. 

2. DRIFT KINETIC EQUATION 

1. Transformation of the Kinetic Equation 

Bearing in mind that we must investigate perturba
tions of a plasma with B0 II z (B0-unperturbed magnetic 
field}, kz = 0 (kz-wave number along the magnetic field}, 
Bj_ = 0, and E~ = 0, we assume in the nonlinearized 
Boltzmann equation B = Bez, o/oz = 0, and Ez = 0. This 
equation can then be represented in the form 

(2.1) 

Here the transverse velocity is v 1 == v - ezvz = v 1 
(ex cos + ey sin 6}, ex and ey are unit vectors, C is the 
collision term, and the derivatives dv 1/dt and dB/dt, as 
follows from the equations of motion of the particles, are 
determined by the relations 

dvJ.. e . --= -<E~ cos e + Eu sm e), 
dt m 

(2.2) de e . 
-= -wB--- (E~sm e- Eucos e), 
dt mvJ.. 

wB = eB/mc; e and m-charge and mass of the particles. 
Using (2.2}, we can write (2.1) in the form: 

{ :t + cose ( D1 +AI :a)+ sine (D2 +As :enf=wB: +C, (2.3} 

where 
{) e {) 

DI=VJ..-+-E~-; ox m OVJ.. 
eE11 

AI=--, 
mv.1.. 

a e . a 
D2=VJ..-+-E11 -

iJy m iJvJ..' 
eE., 

A2=---. 
mvJ.. 
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We now represent the distribution function in the form 

I= J+f; (2.4) 

I and f are respectively the parts of the distribution 
function averaged over the angles 8 and oscillating with 
e. Let us average (2.3) over the angles: 

{} 
-;;;1 +DI <r cos 0) +D. <r sin 0) +AI (f sin 0)- A. <r cos 0) = (;, 

(2.5) 

where ( ... ) is the averaging symbol. We then subtract 
(2.5) from (2.3): 

{} 
- f + D1f cos 0 +D1(f cosO- (f cosO)) at 

+ Dd sin 0 + D2(f sin 0- (f sin 0)) + A1 {~~cos 0- (f sin 0)) 

( ar ) ar 
+ Az ae sin 0 + <r cos 0) = c- (; + WB ao . (2.6) 

We have thus obtained a system of kinetic equations 
(2.5) and (2.6) for the averaged and oscillating distribu
tion functions. This system can be readily reduced to a 
single equation for the averaged distribution function, 
by assuming that the cyclotron frequency of rotation of 
the particles wB is much larger than the reciprocal 
times o/ot and v.JT/m (Tis the particle temperature) 
and the frequency of collisions between the particles. 
We can then obtain from (2.6) 

1 0 f =- (DI Sill 0- D2 cos O)f. 
<vn 

(2. 7) 

After substituting (2.7) in (2.5) and performing sim
ple calculations, we obtain the drift kinetic equation for 
the collision plasma: 

_fJj_+(VEV)J- e..L div VE~+ e..L(hV)J = C, (2.8) at ae..~. 

where* 
ba= [v-1 e,] 0 

WBa 

c 
VE=]j [Eez], 

The drift kinetic equation for a collisionless plasma was 
obtained earlier by Rudakov and Sagdeev. [BJ 

2. Solution of Eq. (2.8) 

We see the function I in the form 

(2.9) 

where F is the Maxwellian distribution function 

( m )''• ( mv2) F=n --o exp ---
2n1' '2T ' 

(2 .10) 

and satisfies, in the case when the electron and ions 
have the same temperature, the condition 

C(F) = 00 (2 .11) 

After substituting (2.9) and (2.10) in (2.8) and taking 
(2.11) into account, we arrive at the following equation 
fl: 

{- -1 Xo ( £,2- ~2 ) + +X 1 ( V - -t~) Lf"> ( -\~) 

+~-X1 Lf'> (-~-)}F=C(/J), (2.12) 

where L<g{(x) are Sonine-Laguerre polynomials (see [4l), 

*[Eez) =EX ezo 

Xo=divVE+ (bV)p + (bV)T, 
mn m 

. (bV)T 
XI=--, 

m 

We are interested only in the ion equation (2.12), 
since f1 is much smaller for electrons than ions, owing 
to the larger frequency of electron collisions. In this 
case C denotes the ion-ion collision integral. It was de
termined by the well known Landau integro-differential 
formula (see, for example, [4 J). 

The solution of (2.12) can be represented in the form 
of the following sum of two infinite series (compare with 
[4]): 

(2.13) 

The expansion of the spherically-symmetrical part of 
the function 4> begins with m = 2, since we assume that 
n and T are the density and the temperature of the par
ticles, and therefore are determined completely by the 
function F. 

Following Braginskii', [4 J we confine ourselves in the 
solution of (2.12) to allowance for only the first two 
terms of the series in each of the sums (2.13), since 
allowance for a larger number of terms does not result 
in an appreciable increase in the accuracy of the results. 

Multiplying (2.12) successively by 

L <'l•>(_f) 
2 2 ' L <%>(.f.) 

3 2 • 

and integrating with respect to the velocities, we can 
obtain (see, for example, [4J) the following systems of 
equations for the coefficients a~l: 

( I) 31 (I) (I) - 3 (I) 5 p 
a2 +-a3 =0, a2 +-a3 =---XI; (2.14) 

12 4 3 Vi 

ao(2)+~a\2) =~_E_Xo, aa2> + 205 a?1=- 70 Lxlo (2.15) 
4 9 Vi 36 27 Vi 

Here p = nT, vi= Ti1 is the frequency of the ion-ion col
lisions (an expression for Ti is given in [4J). From (2 .14) 
and (2.15) we get 

a2(1)=- 155 l!_x~, 
66 Vi 

(2.16) 

l•>_2_ __ P (1025 X + 105 X) 
ao - 3 vi 1068 ° 178 1 ' 

a?>=_2__!_(~Xo+ 70 x1)o 
3 Vi 89 89 

(2 .17) 
We have thus obtained the averaged distribution func

tion for the ions. Knowledge of this function enables us 
to obtain macroscopic equations for the particle density 
and for the pressure. 

3. Macroscopic Equations 

Using (2.10) and (2.13), and integrating (2.8) with re
spect to the velocities with weights 1 and mv 2/2 respec
tively, we obtain the following equations for the density 
and for the pressure: 

an 0 r p f a~Z) 
-+(VEV)n + nd1v\E-l- (bV)---(b\1)-=0, at m 2 m 

3 ( iJp • ) 5 5 • pT -_ --!-VEVp +-lldivVE+-(bV)-+ 
2 &t ' 2- 2 m -

(2 .18) 
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. T ( 5 (I) 7 (2) 7 (?.) ) 1 (2) . ) 
+thY')-;; 2-a2 -4ao +4a1 - 2 ao dtvVE=O. (2.19 

After substituting here the expressions for a~l from 
{2.16} and {2.17}, we arrive at the sought result 

on p 
Ot-t-(VEV)n -t- ndivVE.+(bV)m 

-~(bV)-L{o.9G divVE + 0.96(bV)L-t- 1.55(bV).!_} =0, 
il mv; mn m 

3 ( ap ) , 5 . 5 pT - -+ VEVP -r-pdtvVE-t--(bV)--
2 at 2 2 m 

(2 .20) 

7 pT { p T} --6 (bV)-· 1.13divVE-t- 1,13(bV)--t-7.54(hV)-
mvi mn m 

P { P -T} ---3 divVE 0.96divVE-t-0,96(bV)--t-1.55(hV)- =0. 
v 1 mn m 

(2 .21) 
Besides the equations for the density of the pressure, 
we obtain also an equation for the current 

j= 2: e,no;Vo;= 1:, ea Jvo;fo;dv~. (2 .22) 
a==i,e «=-=i,~ 

After calculating the integrals in {2.22), using for 
this purpose {2.7), (2.9), {2.10), and {2.13), we get 

• c 1 c [ . Pi T ) =-[e,V (]!; + p,) ]--::-- e,V- {O.!lG div' E 
B · 3 B ~ 

+ 0.96(biV)p;/m;n; + 1.55(hiV)T;/m;}]. 
(2.23) 

3. ENTROPY WAVE INSTABILITY DUE TO THE 
GYRORELAXATION EFFECT 

In conjunction with Maxwell's equations, Eqs. (2.20), 
(2.21), and (2.23) form a closed system. (The electron 
equations for the density and pressure are obtained from 
(2.20) and (2.21), by neglecting in the latter the terms 
containing 1/vi and by assigning the index e to the quan
tities T, M, m, p, and WB). Let us investigate with the 
aid of the resultant equations the stability of the entropy 
wave, taking the gyrorelaxation effect into account. 

1. The Approximation wjvi - 0 

We shall show that in this approximation we obtain 
the results of Mikhailovskaya's investigations of entropy 
waves, [2J and Kadomtsev's criterion for the instability 
of these waves. [1J From (2.20), (2.21), and {2.23) we ob
tain for the perturbed quantities the system of equations 

. n' . p' "' cEy' iB/ • 
-!(1)-+!-WB +--(Xn-XB)+--(W-Wp )=0, 

no Po Bo Bo 
p' in' . cE' 

- i -(w- 2vwB')- -vwB· + _v_(xp- 'Y%B) 
Po no Bo 

· Bz' ( 2 ' + ') 0 +zv- w- Wp Wn = , 
Bo 

Bz'Bo + 431: (p{ + p/) = 0, (3.1) 

where the prime pertains to the perturbed quantities, 
olnAo 

"XA=--·, ax 
Ao = (n0, B0, p0), the first two equations of (3.1) pertain 
to both types of particles, and y = ~3• 

Following [2J, we write down the system (3.1) in 
terms of the variables 

X= p;'-pe' 
Po ' 

I+ I E I 

Y til Pi. p. +. v =---- zc--, 
Xp po Bo 

(3.2) 

where Po = Poi + Poe and T oi = Toe. In terms of these 
variables, the system (3.1) takes the form 

wX + yw.,·z = 0, -2vw • .'X + (x,- VX•l Y = 0, 

W's."X + {x.-x.)Y- wZ =0. (3.3) 

The same result is obtained by putting p~ + p{ = 0 and 
B~ = 0 in (3.1) and {3.2); this indicates that the pertur
bations have a force-free character. 

From (3.3) we obtain the dispersion equation for the 
entropy waves {in Kadomtsev's terminology[1J) 

t •2 ( %B- Xn ) Ill 1- \'IIIB!. 1 + 2'Y = 0 
%p- 'V%B 

and the criterion for the instability of these waves, 
which was written out also in Sec. 1, 

%T 1 fl ->1--+-
Xp 2v 4 · 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

The results (3.4) and (3.5) coincide with the correspond
ing results of [1• 2 J. 

2. Allowance for Terms of Order wjvi 

Assume that the instability criterion (3.5) is not sat
isfied. Then a decisive role in the stability of the en
tropy waves will be played by terms of order wjvb cor
responding to the gyrorelaxation effect. Let us take these 
terms into account in the perturbed equations (2.20), 
(2.21), and {2.23). We then obtain in lieu of the system 
of the ion equation {3.1) 

. n' cE.,/ . • B/ . • p{ 
-zw--f-(xn-%B)---f-z(w-Wp; )-+~<.!lBi -· 

Ito Bo Bo Poi 

. 0,96 (•Jn;" { . p{ cE/ 42 . ( • B,' • T ;')' -f-1---- -lw+-+--xp+-z WI'i --(OBi-.- ~=0, 
5 v; Poi Bo 41 Bo To; J 

p/ cE 1 n1 

-i(w-2vwB;*)-' -t-(xp-'YXB)--v -ivwBI'-
po; Bo no 

. Bz' • ~ 7 ~ io)at ( . p/ 
+zy-(w-2tilpi -f-wn; )+~·1.13-- -tw-

Bo 1a v; Poi 

cE/) 7 wn/ ( , T{ , B,') +xp-- +- · 6.41-- WDi --WTI- =0, 
Bo 9 v; To; Bo 

B.' B (p;_~_l + pe') (3.6) 
B;=-2~--

where 
1 1 0,96 Poi [ . p( cEy' 

p;_~_ =p; +---- -lw--J-xp--
5 v; Poi Bo 

+ 42 ( , B,' , T;')] -i WTi --WBi- . 
41 Bo TQ; 

The electron density and the electron pressure are de
termined as before by Eqs. (3.1). 

It is convenient to rewrite the system (3.6) in terms 
of the variables 

X'= Pu.'- p/. 
Po ' 

I+ I E I 

Y' =~ Pi_t____f!:_ +ic-Y-, 
Xp Po B~ 

I I+ I 

Z' =!..':___~Pi~-. 
Ito xp Po 

(3. 7) 

In terms of these variables, the system (3.6) takes the 
form 

{w + e(A + D)}X' + ~e,l}" + {vwn;'- rU)Z1 = 0, 
(I) 
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{-2yros!"+e(A+D)!X'+{xp-yxs+:; eA }Y'-eDZ'=O, 

Here ros."X'+ (Xs-x .. )Y'-roZ'=O. <3-8) 

.0,96 (J) 
e=1-- A=ro-0,5981•, 

10 v;' 

42 msi" 
D = 41--;;-Cro + 22,02ro8 t"). 

The determinant of the system (3.8) yields the dis
persion equation. When {3 < 1, this equation takes the 
form 

ro2 - yro~~ ( 2y ~: - 1} + 8 {(A +D) ( ro + yrosi" :: } 

•2 

+A ( 2yro8 ;" + ro + y:s; ) + D ( 2yro8 ;" :; - ro8 ;" + ro :: )} = 0. 

(3.9) 
Here € is a small parameter. In the zeroth approxima
tion in € we obtain from (3.9) the frequencies of the two 
branches of the oscillations: 

(3.10) 

which are real if the condition (3.5) is satisfied. The 
terms of order € yield the increments of these branches 
of the oscillations: 

Imro<±l=- 0•96 008!'2 {37.8~+ 17.89 
20 'IIi Xp 

± l'y(2yxn/"Kp -1) [2.69xn/Xp + 16.71 + (22.55xn/Xp 

-0,59)(2yxn/"Kp-1)-1]}. (3.11) 

In particular when v T 0 = 0 (Kn/ Kp = 1 ), it follows from 
(3.11) that the branch w<-> builds up with an increment 

1 ro;: 
Imro<->=--. 

20 '\1; 
(3.12) 

The instability takes place also in a certain region 
of positive K~/Kp· In particular, when Kn/Kp » 1 we 
obtain from (3.fl) 

If: e2 

Imro<±>==F0.3 (~} ·~. 
Xp 'Vi 

(3.13) 

i.e., as above, the branch w<-> is unstable. 

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

We have shown that when ion-ion collisions are taken 
into account the region of instability of entropy waves 
increases. Instability occurs in this case even if there 
is no gradient of the equilibrium, temperature, VT0 = 0. 
The instability is connected with a buildUp of perturba
tions whose phase velocity is of the order of the velocity 
of the magnetic drift of the particles, 

ro I k. ~ (vJ.•J2ros) (BlnB, I ax), 

and the waves travel in the direction of the magnetic 
drift of the electrons (the unstable branch with the minus 
sign, see formula (3.10)). Such perturbations are par-

ticularly significant when {3,:::; 1, and when the gradients 
of the magnetic field and of the pressure are of the same 
order, a ln B0 /Clx,:::; a ln Po/ax. 

The growth increment of -the perturbations is smaller 
by one order of magnitude at v T 0 = 0 than the expression 
wi31 /vi that follows from qualitative estimates (see for
mula (3.12)). Therefore it follows from an estimate of 
the coefficient of turbulent diffusion D 1 ,:::;(Im w)2/ki Re w) 
(see [101 ) that the instability investigated above should 
not lead to catastrophic consequences in the case of con
tainment of a collision plasma with finite pressure. 
Under real conditions, owing to this instability, there 
should be observed, however, azimuthal waves with ve
locity on the order of the magnetic drift of the particles. 

A plasma with parameters satisfying our assumptions 
was realized in the experiments of Bodin and Newton. [lll 

As noted in [lll, the velocity of transverse diffusion does 
not exceed in this case the classical velocity, and the lat
ter is smaller by only .one order of magnitude than the 
Bohm velocity. Under these conditions, the instability 
considered by us leads only to a slight increase of the 
plasma diffusion. The appearance of instability under 
the conditions of [lll could be noted by investigating the 
low-frequency azimuthal noise; this, however, was not 
done as yet. 
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